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A friendly, step-by-step guide to the Microsoft Office database applicationAccess may be the
least understood and most challenging application in the Microsoft Office suite. This guide is
designed to help anyone who lacks experience in creating and managing a database learn to
use Access 2010 quickly and easily.In the classic For Dummies tradition, the book provides an
education in Access, the interface, and the architecture of a database. It explains the process of
building a database, linking information, sharing data, generating reports, and much more.As
the Microsoft Office database application, Access may be the least understood and most
challenging part of the Office suiteAccess 2010 For Dummies walks newcomers through
building and using their first databaseCovers linking information in a database, setting
relationships, modeling data, and building tablesExplores how to extract data from Access and
get specific answers, create forms, and export data in reportsA section for more experienced
users looks at analyzing errors and creating an interfaceFully updated for the newest version,
Access 2010 For Dummies gets new Access users up to speed and helps veterans get the most
from the Office database application.

From the Inside FlapOrganize and use your data to create snappy-looking reports that put your
genius on displayAccess 2010 provides plenty of tools for building a database. You'll also need a
bit of help to create a database that delivers the reports that drive business decisions. That's
why you need this book. It covers the latest Access features and tools and explains how they
assist in organizing and mining data to get the information and reports you need.Get down to
basic training — find out about the new features and tools in Access 2010 as you navigate and
master the Access workspaceSet the table — create relationships between tables, customize
the way data is stored in tables, and control how data is enteredDive into data — discover smart
ways to share your Access data online or with other programs and bring data from applications
into AccessFind the answers — learn how to sort, filter, and query your data to get at the
information in your databaseSpice up your reports — use timesaving tools that let you create
customized, professional reports with easeMake it all better — tune up your database for better
performance and create a user interface to control what people seeOpen the book and find:How
to open a table, insert records, and name fieldsTechniques for importing, exporting, and editing
dataTIps for sharing your databaseWays to find, filter, and sort dataHow to get the answers to
your database queriesSecrets for designing cool reportsSteps for using Analyzer toolsHow to
create and test a Navigation formLearn to:Navigate the Access interface andunderstand
database architectureBuild tables to organize data and forms for easy data entryShare data and
create forms and reportsUse the power of queries to find and maintain your dataFrom the Back
CoverOrganize and use your data to create snappy-looking reports that put your genius on



displayAccess 2010 provides plenty of tools for building a database. You'll also need a bit of help
to create a database that delivers the reports that drive business decisions. That's why you need
this book. It covers the latest Access features and tools and explains how they assist in
organizing and mining data to get the information and reports you need.Get down to basic
training ― find out about the new features and tools in Access 2010 as you navigate and master
the Access workspaceSet the table ― create relationships between tables, customize the way
data is stored in tables, and control how data is enteredDive into data ― discover smart ways to
share your Access data online or with other programs and bring data from applications into
AccessFind the answers ― learn how to sort, filter, and query your data to get at the information
in your databaseSpice up your reports ― use timesaving tools that let you create customized,
professional reports with easeMake it all better ― tune up your database for better performance
and create a user interface to control what people seeOpen the book and find:How to open a
table, insert records, and name fieldsTechniques for importing, exporting, and editing dataTIps
for sharing your databaseWays to find, filter, and sort dataHow to get the answers to your
database queriesSecrets for designing cool reportsSteps for using Analyzer toolsHow to create
and test a Navigation formLearn to:Navigate the Access interface andunderstand database
architectureBuild tables to organize data and forms for easy data entryShare data and create
forms and reportsUse the power of queries to find and maintain your dataAbout the AuthorLaurie
Ulrich Fuller is a highly experienced tech author, consultant, and Office trainer. Her consulting
firm, Limehat & Company, offers training, Web development, and marketing services.Ken Cook
is a database design expert, consultant, and author of several books on Office and Excel.Read
more
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Grandma M, “Great for someone new to Access. Having only a rudimentary knowledge of
Microsoft Word in older versions, I bought Microsoft Office 2010. There were big changes so I
bought two books, Microsoft Office 2010 all-in-one for dummies and this one on Access. I've
never used Access but wanted to see if it could replace an ancient DOS database program
we've used for decades in our businesses.I wanted a book that wasn't intimidating and was
quick to get me started. This one is a bit basic, but it is very clear and leads you through all the
steps needed to set up a database. Because I have to work on this between deadlines, I haven't
finished setting up my database yet, but I feel confident this book will provide all the information I
need.I'd recommend it for anyone just delving into Access 2010 for the first time.”

Dale N., “Not finished evaluating yet.. I have read most of the book, and it seems to be helpful.
Unfortunately, I have not tried to use the information on a database that I have that was
developed by someone else, but I need to migrate it to Access 2010.”

A. R., “Bad purchase...... I had a class in this a few years ago and had to use it again recently in
a job. It had been so long that I had forgotten most of it, so I purchased this book. If this is
written for dummies.....they must be pretty smart ones! I thought once I looked at it, what I
learned in the class would come back to me. Boy was I wrong. It didn't look remotely like
anything I had remembered from the class. I found this very hard to follow and the author
seemed to leave out a lot of the fine details (probably assuming it was something the reader
already knew). That made it even harder to figure out. This definitely isn't for the beginner, by
any means.  I ended up giving it away.”

catCass, “no dummy. The book is very informative. Microsoft Access has always been difficult for
me to grasp, but this book makes it easy for me to learn Access 2010. I don't feel like a
DUMMY!..... The author is also very humorous.  I enjoy reading the book.”

Richard, “Great book, great humor!. Access is not the 'funest' thing to do. But, it is one of the
most productive tools in the Microsoft arsenal. In 2010 they really pulled the 'ribbon' in and
without this book, and thankfully its well time humor, it is pretty gritty. I found this book to be a
relaxing as well as informative way to re-learn a very important program. The writers know their
subject very well and present it with a well organized and light touch--and I thank them for that.”

Buening, “Really nice and helpful. I like the conversational tone of the book and it is very
effective at helping me learn how to use the program effectively.”

Michael B. Devenport, “One happy Dummy. It's a book for Dummies. The whole range of
Dummies books do what they say generally, they guide us dummies through the product to a



reasonable level. Maybe not for the top flight users, but how many of those are there.”

Philip H., “This is a brilliant book, especially for someone who. This is a brilliant book, especially
for someone who, and a computer user, has feared to enter the portals of Access, whichever
version! Well woth the money, it arrived very quickly, and is recommended to anyone with an
interest in Access 2010.”

Fender Maker Jenny, “I recommend this.. Quite good, and in places amusing. For a complete
beginner, however, there seem to be some gaps, and when I had a problem it was difficult to find
tips on resolving it.”

Andy J, “Five Stars. Great value”

The book by James C. Dobson has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 116 people have provided feedback.
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